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GETTIN' RIGHT WITH HUMPTY: OR HOW SOCIOLOGISTS PROPOSE TO 
BREAK UP GANGS, PATCH BROKEN COMMUNITIES, AND MAKE SCARY 

CHILDREN INTO CONVENTIONAL ADULTS 

Daniel J. Monti, Jr., Boston University 

ABSTRACT 

A critical reappraisal of the soc1al scientific literature on gang research and mtervent1on strategies finds 
the social disorgan1zat1on parad1gm employed by most experts 1n the f1eld sorely wanting Its central problem is 
that it severely undervalues ordism1sses altogether the viability of the civil soc1ety in those communit1es where 
gangs have emerged Based on this premtse . experts end up predtcting tha t gangs will appea r anywhere and are 
content to recommend Intervention strategtes that do not work and further erode the capactty of local groups to 
respond to the ir gang problems An alternattve perspecttve on yo uth culture and gangs in communities is offered 
based on a strongervtewofcivil soctety and thecapactty of communities to integrate young persons tnto a grown
up world 

INTRODUCTION 
Popular and scientific curiosity about 

gangs spiked in the last two decades . It is not 
surpristng that sociologists , who have studied 
gangs since the 1920s. rushed to satisfy the 
demand for informatton about these groups . 
The large and varied body of literature they 
produced is not easy to summarize . MaJor 
findings about the organization and behavior 
of gangs often are inconclusive and some
times contradictory . Pieces of evidence can be 
interpreted differently , depending on one 's 
theoretical preJudices and reformist leanings . 
and arguments are to be had about everything 
from the proper method to study gangs right up 
to the relation between local gangs and na
tional drug dealing syndicates. We even con
tinue to disagree about the best way to define 
what a gang ts (Klein 1995: Spergel 1995) 

On two surprising points , however. there 
appears to be some consensus. We think that 
a general explanation or theory about gangs is 
within our grasp . (It all has something to do 
with "social disorganization".) We also are 
pretty certain about what needs to be done to 
control gangs . (You have to shut off the supply 
of members or break up the groups .) We come 
to these points be way of different paths . but 
our research and reform programs lead us to 
these general conclusions . 

This concordance in a field otherwise 
riddled with disagreements and competing 
schools of thought can be tied to a convenient 
marriage of science to reform that has charac
terized our treatment of gangs this century 
(Klein 1995) . The particular mix of activism 
and expertise we favor introduces a variety of 
social services to communities with gangs and 
many types of counseling and training to 
actual or would-be gang members (Goldstein , 
Huff 1993) At other times the gang itself is the 

object of these intervention strategies. Our 
goal . in any case. is to weaken gangs or to 
minimize their tmpact on the communities 
where they were found 

Unfortunately , gang prevention and re
form programs . as Malcolm Klein (1995) re
fers to them . have not enJoyed much success . 
This fact notwithstanding , Irving Spergel notes . 

there has been a stgn iftcant expans ton of re 
sources to local human service agenctes to 
address the spreading and worsenmg gang 
vtolence problem in the 1980s and 1990s ( 1995) 

That these efforts would go forward despite 
questions about "how different or tnnovattve 
the newer programs really are compared with 
traditional programs" ought to have alarmed 
more persons than it dtd . 

The poor record of these programs has 
not gone completely unnoticed . of course. It 
contributed to the growing popularity of gang 
suppression programs tnitiated by law en
forcement officials during the past decade 
(Klein 1995). The obJective of these programs 
has been to disrupt gangs and to interfere with 
their crtminal activities in an aggressive man
ner Police departments and the courts that 
undertook gang suppression programs scored 
some victories along the way and incarcerated 
many gang members . 

Regrettably , gang suppression programs 
carry a big risk with them . They can make the 
gang problem in a communtty worse . Inas
much as youth gangs take some measure of 
strength from the reactions of local officials 
and community residents . suppression mtght 
well produce "more gang cohesiveness. more 
gangs, (and) more gang violence" (K lein 1995) 
There is evidence to back up this clatm . Fed
eral. state. and local efforts to get tough with 
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gangs in recent years occurred even as the 
number of youth gangs was growing dramati
cally and the groups were appearing in places 
where they had not been before. If these 
strategies were intended to discourage young 
persons from JOining gangs or acting violently . 
it did not work . We can feel no better about the 
prospects for gang suppression strategies than 
we do about the track record of gang preven
tion and reform programs that more liberal 
persons favor. 

In the face of these failures , Malcolm 
Klein (1995) proposes that we shift our at
tention away from places like Los Angeles and 
Chicago where "it may be too late" to control 
gangs and concentrate instead on "smaller . 
emergent gang cities. " Once these places 
have been chosen , states and federal agen
cies will be called upon to prov1de 

JObs . better schools , soc1al serv1ces , health 
programs. family support. tra1ning tn communtty 
organization skills , and support for res1dent 
empowerment ( 1995) 

This is necessary. Klein (1995) believes , be
cause "gangs are by-products of mcapacl
tated communities" which need a great deal of 
help before they can accomplish anything . In 
short , we need to do more of what didn 't work 
before. 

Communities may have a bigger role to 
play this time around . They would provide the 
organizational muscle and leadership that puts 
all of the state and federal resources to good 
use . Some cities already have witnessed the 
birth of community coalitions consisting of 
"law enforcement officials , social service pro
viders. and other .. . groups ." Together they are 
"developing community-based strategies that 
take into account the complex nature of street 
gangs" (National Institute of Justice 1993) 
Such collaborative efforts may be overdue, but 
it is not clear that new attempts to mobilize 
communities against gangs will prove any 
more successful than earlier attempts by out 
side agenc1es to mount programs with their 
professional staffs. Nor is it apparent that 
persons from the neighborhoods where pro
grams are initiated would be in any more 
control of the new initiatives than they were of 
the old ones (Klein 1995: Spergel 1995) 

In truth , we are not likely to do more of 
what did not work before . Yet the feeling to do 
so is strong and widely held . The liberal im
pulses of sociologists and many other persons 
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would encourage them to intervene. even if 
they were not certain of how much good new 
programs would do . Furthermore, social sci
entists are more likely to benefit than not from 
government spending on soc1al programs dedi 
cated to persons and places involved w1th 
gangs . 

However accurate these observation s 
may be, something more , or maybe some
thing less , than the politics of doing well by 
doing good is at work in the sociological 
agenda for protecting the world from gangs . 
We simply may not know what else to do . We 
tinker with established canon and reform pack
ages but never abandon them because we 
have nothing with wh1ch to replace them. 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION AND 
GANGS 

Central to their thinking about gangs 
and reform packages IS the concept of· soCial 
disorganization ." Scientists, not surprisingly , 
disagree about the term 's precise meaning 
and how best to apply it in thetr studies of 
gangs . At a minimum the term implies that 
parts of a society have broken down (Ttlly , 
Tilly , Tilly 1975) These parts can be institu
tions , communities or sets of beliefs, or even 
individual persons : but they are to varying 
degrees , e1ther alone or in combination , bro
ken . 

The problem IS that scientists usually 
have no direct way of measuring this break
down . They look instead to certain features of 
populations that live in areas that have gangs . 
These variables frequently include the number 
or percentage of poor or minority persons in 
the area and/or the amount of movement 1n 
and out of the community (Bursik Grasmick 
1995: Esbensen . Huizmga , Weiher 1993) An 
area with a larger share of minority or poor 
persons or showing a great deal of movement 
1n its population IS assumed to be disorga
nized . Alternatively , the breakdown is discov
ered in answers g1ven by these persons to 
quest1ons posed by survey resea rchers or in 
official records showmg how many cnmes 
they commit or pathological states they share . 

The breaking down , whether measured 
or not, can take place 1n one or two ways . It can 
occur at the level of cultural beliefs and values . 
or 1t can be at the level of routine social and 
organizational life. The former IS manifested 
as a falling apart in our understanding about 
what is important or as the inability to reconcile 
competing views of right and wrong . The latter 
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Involves d1srupt1ons in customary ways of 
acllng alone or in groups or it shows up as the 
inabil1ty to reconcile different ways of making 
groups and working through groups. 

Sociologists have developed explana
tions for gangs and about deviant behavior 
that generally focus on the breakdown of cul
tural beliefs and values or the d1srupt1on of 
social routmes and organizations (Hirschi 
1969: Kornhauser 1978) Clear as these dis
tmctions may be in principle 1t IS hard to keep 
1deas about social structure from sneak1ng 
mto d1scuss1ons about values and bel1efs be
cause our understanding of the world and of 
matters related to nght and wrong are tied to 
the way we have made a soc1ety and act 1n 1t 
In a s1milar way . descriptions or explanations 
of gang behav1or that focus on a breakdown in 
social roles and mst1tut1ons can call forth 1deas 
regard1ng what persons thmk and believe about 
the right and wrong way to do th1ngs . 

Ev1dence acqu1red by social sc1ent1sts 
who have studied many aspects of delin
quency and gang behavior appears to favor 
social or structural explanations for these prob
lems (H1rschl1969 : Kornhauser 1978) A break
downln groups and Institutions IS thought to be 
more important in account1ng for this behav1or 
than is any confusion we might have about our 
values and beliefs . Nevertheless. much aca
demic writing about gangs still refers to the 
culture of gangs and places with gangs or the 
values and attitudes that distinguish gang 
members from persons who do not JOin gangs 
(Esbensen et al 1993 : Klein 1995: Spergel 
1995) When we talk about 'soc1al disorgani 
zation" in relat1on to gangs . we usually harbor 
1deas about both a breakdown 1n the way 
persons bel1eve or think about the world and a 
disruption 1n the way persons or groups act 
toward each other . When we propose to do 
somethmg about gangs we usually do 1t w1th 
the intent1on of mak~ng persons whole or 
putt~ng communities back together . 

Unfortunately. we know that gang pre
vention . reform. and suppression strategies 
have not produced the results expected of 
them More gangs are form1ng Gangs have 
not bent in response to attempts to · reform 
them, and the police and courts have not been 
able to suppress them. The failure of v1rtually 
all traditional gang Intervention strateg1es to 
make much of a difference for very long should 
be treated more senously than 1t is . In fact. 1t 
could be viewed as a rather detailed test of 
soc1al sc1entists' favonte theory about the 
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origins and conduct of gangs 
Something called ·social d1sorgan1za

t1on ' is held to account for the presence and 
behavior of gangs . It also is the primary ra
tionale behind most conventional gang In
tervention strategies . Insofar as the strateg1es 
do not work it seems fair to conclude that ideas 
about social disorganization probably cannot 
help us to understand much about the origins 
and conduct of gangs. There must be some 
other explanation for the emergence persis
tence . and behavior of gangs . 

Res1stance to th1s conclusion w1ll be 
strong and broadly based . It could not be 
otherwise. After all. a whole research tradition 
and reform industry have been bu1lt up around 
the 1dea that gangs are a by-product of broken 
persons l1ving in disorgan1zed places 

In truth . however. there were many signs 
that the presumed connection between gangs 
and ·social disorganization · was suspect 
Sociologists going back as early as Freder1c 
Thrasher (1927) had pos1ted too strong a 
break between a conventional world mhabited 
by most persons and an unconventional or 
d1sorgan1zed world filled w ith Immigrants. pov
erty. and . of course . gangs . Our world was 
orderly , and we had a relatively coherent cul
ture . Their world was poorly organ1zed and had 
a culture that was incomplete or a poor match 
for our own Our world may have had problems 
and persons who d1d not behave well all the 
t1me . but the1rworld was a mess and had many 
more troublesome persons liv1ng 1n 1!. 

There were soc1olog1sts studying de
VIant behav1or and gangs who knew better 
(Fine 1987: Matza 1964 : Moore 1991 ) Com
mon to their work is the 1dea that the boundary 
l1ne between conventional and delinquent be
havior for adolescents is flu1d There may be a 
subculture of delinquency that para llels the 
peer culture we assoc1ate w1th ado lescence 
Not all youngsters partic1pate 1n 1t however. 
and those who do usually keep one foot planted 
1n the conventional world 

Young persons better connected to the 
conventional adult world or to ma1nstream 
values may be less l1kely to participate 111 
del1nquent acts (H1rschi 1969. Tracy 1987) 
Boys who JOin gangs may comm1t more delin 
quent acts than boys who do not JOin gangs. 
and they may pers1st 111 delmquent behav1or 
longer than those who never d1d (Ra nd 1987 
Wolfgang , Thornberry . F1glio 1987) Stil l. 1t 
seems that most adolescents dabble 1n devi
ance and break ru les every b1t as much as 
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adults do . Experimentation is to be antici 
pated . Much of their deviance is "normal" or at 
least should not surprise us . 

This was a valuable , even critical . in
sight. However, this work either was ignored 
by most students of gang behavior or it was 
acknowledged for ideas that did not bear on 
this point (Klein 1995; Klein , Maxson , Miller 
1995; Spergel 1995) If observers of contem
porary gangs were to comment directly on 
these ideas, they probably would take great 
exception to them . They might note that when 
David Matza used the phrase "delinquency 
and drift" in 1964 to capture the way adoles
cents moved easily between deviant and con
ventional activities , he could not have imag
med a world of drive-by shootings and crack 
cocaine . And when Gary Fine spoke in 1987 of 
"normal deviance" among adolescents who 
"ganged" together , the kind of aggression and 
drug abuse he talked about had not yet emerged 
full blown in suburban townships and rural 
villages . Gangs today are different . the experts 
would say . Their violence IS deadly , and there 
IS more of it. The use and sale of narcotics are 
out of control all over the place. 

Joan Moore 's telling and prophetic re
buttal to this argument came in 1991 . a mere 
four years after Gary Fine published his thesis 
about "normal deviance ... Her words bear 
repeating . 

The ... youth-culture cont1nuum from goody
goody to rowdy shifts over t1me . The goody-
goodies! group ... today 1s considerably more 
active sexually .. . than in the past And the rowdi-
est group- the gang- IS likely to slip much 
further 1n the direction of real dev1ance. Over the 
past generat1on American adolescents in gen
eral began to act out more . The gang can be 
expected to be more deviant as the adolescent 
subculture m general becomes more deviant 
(1991) 

Moore backed her way into an important 
point about adolescence in general through 
her careful descriptions of the extreme behav
ior she witnessed in barrio gangs . Youth gang 
members . she and others would argue , are not 
exaggerated versions of normal teenagers . 
What they do is push all the boundaries be
tween adolescence and adulthood to the point 
of rupture and presume to take responsibility 
for matters of life and death that are supposed 
to be the special province of more grown-up 
and seasoned persons . 
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Over the course of thi s century ado
lescents gradually have been ceded more 
freedom by adults without havmg been given 
corresponding bites of responsibility, safe ways 
to make mistakes . and enough time to grow 
accustomed to making big decisions (Adams 
1995: Modell1989) There may not have been 
so great a gulf between the conventional world 
we occupy and the disorganized world that 
gangs are supposed to fill as sociologists 
thought. Nevertheless . it was 1mportant for 
gang experts to continue positing the exist
ence of such a nft in order to JUStify their view 
of gangs and to support intervention strategie s 
that provided social scientists with groups to 
study and programs to evaluate . 

One might expect this view of gang s to 
soften and support for mtervention strategies 
based on it to wane as more evidence about 
Similarities between gang members and young
sters not 1n gangs becomes available and is 
publicized (Esbensen et al 1993; Monti 1994: 
Rand 1987) Unfortunately, that is not likely to 
happen . There simply exists among many 
gang researchers a much stronger tendency to 
ignore evidence that contradicts their views 
about gangs , or to ignore the fact that even 
"conventional" youngsters perform illegal and 
violent acts Alternatively . they recast such 
evidence 1n ways that make it fit the idea of a 
disorganized world which they have been car
rying in their heads for seventy years 

It is not hard to find examples of re
search being ignored or read so as to keep 
scholarly attention focused on the presumed 
alienation of gang members or the hypotheti
cal breakdown of civil society in places that 
have gangs The way academics view girls in 
gangs and the passage of members out of 
gangs , a process called "maturing out. " pro
VIdes us with evidence of just how big a stretch 
it is to hold onto the idea that gang members 
are cut off from regular society . The appear
ance of gangs in places far removed from c1ty 
slums. on the other hand . points to a serious 
problem with our fixat1on on the idea that only 
places that are "socially disorganized" have 
gangs . 

It is important to recall that the alienation 
of gang members figures prominently in both 
theoretical models accounting for gang be
havior and in strategies des1gned to keep 
youngsters out of gangs or to wean them from 
these groups (Sanchez Jankowskl1991 ). Per
haps this is why Malcolm Klein 's (1995) ex
haustive profile of persons who join gangs 
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paints a picture of gang members as Individu
als with no strengths and many shortcom1ngs 
Gang members. accordmg to th1s view. are 
little more than broken human be1ngs with bad 
altitudes 

Earlier in his book , however. after noting 
the many similarities between boy and g1rl 
gangs, Klein described the way g1rls handle 
their gang identity . His comments are reveal 
ing 

(F)emales . being under such social pressures 
to develop into nice young ladies . must tread a 
fine line between their gang roles and the more 
traditional role behaviors for girls The g1rls rljJJSt • 
find a form of ·acceptably deviant behav1or 1n 

order to maintain the1rdual roles (as )gang g1rls 
and developing young women Some succeed 
farbetterthanothersdo (1 995l 

The importance of this passage IS Im
mediately apparent. Girl gang members are 
portrayed as being tentative about their In

volvement in these groups . They also are seen 
as being drawn to more traditional ways of 
becoming a girl and as being compelled by 
those around them to keep their deviant be
havior within certain tolerable lim1ts . Girls in 
gangs may have problems and cause trouble . 
but Klein has let slip that they are much more 
complex beings than we usually 1magine them 
to be . 

This is not all that is 1mpl1ed in Kle1n 's 
oversight. After all. if girl and boy gangs are as 
similar as he contends . then one should expect 
to find similar types of persons joining them . It 
follows that boys could be tentative in their in
volvement with gangs and more conventional 
in their orientation to the outside world as well . 
They might be under pressure to become fine 
persons every bit as much as young women 
are. 

It is possible of course. that lower-class 
young women somehow "have more exposure 
to mainstream ideals ... and lifestyles" than do 
young men from the same background (Spergel 
1995) Inasmuch as g1rls live 1n the same 
communities and witness the same array of 
opportunities and pressures as the boys . how
ever, it seems a bit of a stretch to say that girls 
are more "exposed" to conventional ideas and 
ways of life . Furthermore . we know that most 
youngsters living in communities with gangs 
do not become gang members . Many boys 
and girls from these neighborhoods . therefore . 
must be "exposed" to conventional lifestyles 
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and find ways to adopt them 
This I me of reasoning 1s cons1stent w1th 

arguments made by soc1olog1sts Dav1d Matza . 
Gary Fine . and Joan Moore . and even lrv1ng 
Spergel ( 1964) who have said that gang mem
bers are connected to a larger and more con
ventional world beyond the1r groups . This 1dea 
is corroborated by Esbensen et al ( 1993) who 
found virtually no difference 1n the Involvement 
of gang members . non-gang offenders . and 
non-offenders 1n a vanety of conventional 
activities and only small . but statistically sig
nificant. differences in their attitudes . It also IS 
confirmed by Dan1el Mont1 ( 1994) who discov
ered that many suburban gang members had 
close ties with their peers , families . schools . 
and fellow community res1dents 

The existence of such t1es between gang 
members and a larger. more conventional 
world certainly IS Important to these young
sters . but it also IS cruc1al to the way we th1nk 
about gangs . These ties show that persons 
who become gang members have many th1ngs 
1n common w1th those who stay out of gangs 
They also reveal that most youngsters prob
ably stay connected to the conventional world 
in a variety of ways even after they JOin gangs 
Gang members are not completely cut off from 
regular soc1ety , and they have soc1al accom
plishments and psychological strengths that 
would make it hard to distinguish them from 
the1r peers . 

All of these pomts help to clarify why so 
many attempts to prevent youngsters from 
JOining gangs . to wean them from gangs , or to 
pull gangs apart end up failing so miserably . 
Such initiatives really tear at the fabric of a 
community that is stronger or at least woven 
more tightly than social scientists think . Gang 
members are enmeshed in the1r community to 
varying degrees . and they can pass w1th rela
tive ease between their peer group and other 
parts of the community when they choose to 
avail themselves of that opportun1ty 

This is why reformers and the pol1ce fmd 
it hard to make much headway agamst gangs 
These groups are simply too easy to build and 
much too supple for outs1ders to contend with . 
However. it is that same flexibility and access 
to the outs1de world which makes 1! compara
tively easy for gang members to leave the1r 
gangs or to "mature our of be1ng an active 
gang member when they are ready to do so 

Not much IS known about the dec1s1on 
Individuals make to leave a gang or to greatly 
curtail the1r involvement 1n most gang 
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activ1t1es We do know that some persons re 
main in touch w1th their old gangs and assume 
limited roles as "old heads" or advisers to the 
group. Other veteran members leave gang life 
altogether. They simply "find an alternative. 
less stressful. way to meet social and eco
nomic needs" by , among other things. marry
ing and finding steady employment. Alterna
tively . they grow weary of fighting . worrying 
about being caught for crimes they commit . or 
going to Jail (Spergel 1995) Though the rea
sons for leaving the life of a gang member 
vary. most gang members "mature-our suc
cessfully over a period of t1me (Spergel 1964: 
Vigil 1988) 

The quiet end of most careers in gangs 
affirms what we already have noted about the 
front and m1ddle part of these careers . Per
sons have a life apart from gangs. and a good 
portion of that life is dedicated to some pretty 
conventional ideals and ways of behaving. 
Even big chunks of a member's routine asso
ciation with his fellow gangbangers involve 
patterns of behavior and thinking that would 
strike one as "normal" or "age appropriate ·· 
That is the only reason so many former gang 
members are able to live out the rest of their 
days much like the rest of us do quietly. They 
have had practice in behaving and thinking like 
most conventional persons . 

The problem for soc1al scientists . public 
officials. and police departments is that qu1et 
does not sell . It is not especially exciting to 
study and government agencies do not set 
aside money to deal with a problem that has 
taken care of itself. We prefer instead to study 
and do something about all the nasty noises 
gang members make while they still are active . 

As a practical matter. of course. "matur
ing our is the cheapest as well as the most 
obvious and successful gang intervention strat
egy ever devised . A more cynical person might 
note that this is reason enough for social 
sc1entists to have missed it and government 
officials to ignore it. However. there probably 
is a better explanation for why social scientists 
failed to study the process of "maturing out" 
and government officials did not try to exploit 
it. The 1dea never occurred to them . They could 
not have made sense of it in the context of their 
theories about what made gangs and gang 
members work as they do . Nor did the idea that 
members might move on to quieter lives after 
leaving their gangs fit the accepted view of 
these persons as being cut off from regular 
society. The additional concern that these 
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persons would not be rece1ved mto a well 
organized community w1th a sound culture 
was not invoked . It was enough to say that 
gang members were ill-prepared to enter regu
lar society 

The idea of ·social d1sorgan1zation" did 
play a much bigger part. on the other hand. in 
accounting for the appearance of gangs in 
places not at all like 1nner-city slums . Gangs, 
as we all know , are supposed to be the by
product of life in rundown city neighborhoods 
populated by immigrants . other minorities . 
and the poor. Something about the soc1al 
structure of these places and the culture of the 
people livmg there makes the pursuit of devi
ant styles of life all but mevitable . Gangs were 
but one express1on of the predisposition of 
persons and groups l1ving in such Circum
stances to commit deviant acts 

Commun1t1es that are not Similarly dis
tressed or populated by disagreeably common 
human b~ings are not likely to have gangs . 
The soc1al structure of these places IS theo
nzed to be more developed and integrated . 
The culture of the persons l1ving there IS 
supposed to be better articulated and m line 
with the prevail1ng values and beliefs of the 
larger society . Deviant thoughts and ways 
have less room to grow 1n such communities . 
and res1dents have fewer reasons to embrace 
them 

Despite the absence of ev1dence point
mg to the fundamental erosion of all c1vil 
soc1ety in city neighborhoods and the avail
ability of information suggesting JUSt the oppo
site was the case (Gans 1962: Warren 1975). 
th1s lme of reasonmg could hold up as long as 
gangs were found only in cities. The argument 
that many c1ty neighborhoods were socially 
disorganized fit both popular preJUdice and 
scientific theories about the types of persons 
who lived there , the beliefs they embraced, 
and the odd customs they practiced 

Once gangs began to appear 1n com
munities outside of central C1!1es. however. 
social sc1entists had a serious problem . They 
had to account for the presence of gangs m 
places whose social structure. culture, and 
residents had formerly rendered them Im
mune to outbreak of serious deviant behav1or 
carried out by groups . There were two ways to 
handle this problem. Social scientists could 
acknowledge that their theory about the break
down of civil soc1ety in places with gangs was 
in need of a maJor revision . Or, they could f1nd 
ways to demonstrate that the breakdown had 
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spread to places far removed from inner-city 
slums . 

It should come as no surpnse that we 
chose the latter course . What may be more of 
a surprise are the mtellectual twists and turns 
that we had to take so that new data could be 
made to fit our old theory . The most important 
step we took was also the eas1est to accom
plish Simply call every place a City, and be 
done w1th it. So no matter how small a place 
might be, as long as 11 had a gang 11 must be 
a c1ty 

There 1s a certa1n elegance 111 th1s so
lution , and it is one that Malcolm Klem (1995) 
read1ly embraced when he summarized there
sults of his and Cheryl Maxson's study of gang 
m1gration in the Un1ted States . It seems. ac
cording to Klein . that even places w1th fewer 
than 10.000 residents qualify as cities Now. it 
1s altogether possible for small towns and 
villages to have urban features (Lingeman 
1980). And the census bureaus definition of a 
city as a place w1th at least 50,000 residents 
may stnke some observers as arb1trary and a 
b1t too h1gh Still. it 1s a hard thing to imagine 
a place with so few persons havmg all the 
diversity and complexity of a c1ty or bemg as 
disorganized as c1t1es are supposed to be . 

It should be noted. in fa1rness to Mal
colm Klem , that on occas1on he also uses the 
word "town " when refernng to these small 
"c11ies. " More stnkmg , however, are the bold 
graphs that display the prevalence of gangs in 
"cit1es" of different sizes. The word "town" 
never makes it into these charts . The effect. in 
any case , is to fix in the reader's mind the idea 
that it still is only cities or city-like places that 
have gangs. Not much new need be sa1d about 
gangs or offered by way of a remedy . because 
gangs do more or less the same kind of thmgs 
no matter where they are found . The only 
important difference about gangs today IS that 
they anse in more and smaller "c1ties · 

How they came to be there , prec1sely 
what they do once they appear. and how we 
are to treat them are all matters that soc1al 
sc1entists and public officials can sllll explain 
to the rest of us . We already have described in 
some deta1l how gangs are to be handled in the 
new places they emerge . What gangs will do 
after the1r arrival on the scene is less well 
known . 

There are two studies that define the 
range of activities in wh1ch gangs outside of 
central cities probably will engage In the first 
study , Muehlbauer and Dodder (1983) 
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describe a small group of teenagers from an 
affluent Chicago suburb in the mid-1970's that 
rebelled against many forms of adult authority 
They fought other teenagers from their town on 
occasion. destroyed property. and engaged 111 
activities dangerous enough for several mem
bers to be Jailed Impressive as the exploits of 
'' The Losers" were. even the authors acknowl
edge that this group was not like the typ1cal 
1nner-c1ty gang of that era (Muehlbauer Dod
der 1983) They had more in common w1th the 
rebell1ous peer groups described in much of 
Gary Schwartz 's (1987) fine book about youth 
subcultures . At the other end of the range 1s 
Monti's (1994) analysis of more than a dozen 
gangs from the suburbs of St. Louis that had 
established territories and acted m ways more 
rem1niscent of contemporary street gangs . 
Composed largely of minority teenagers from 
different social classes and family situations , 
these groups engaged in organized drug deal
Ing and violence with gangs from other towns 
At the same time. they were much more 
restrained than many of the1r big-c1ty counter
parts 

Public attention these days 1s on groups 
that are more like suburban St. Lou1s street 
gangs. Hence. we are mterested in what soc1al 
scientists say when they try to explam how 
such groups came to be 111 suburbs at all . The 
answer, not surpnsmgly . fits comfortably within 
their favorite theory about soc1al disorganiza
tion , but it goes much further It 1mplies that the 
whole country is becoming as m1xed up and 
messed up as the inner-city slums which once 
were the only place you would find youth 
gangs. 

' The accelerated emergence of gangs ... 
Malcolm Klem (1995) believes . is attnbutable 
to the growth of an "urban underclass and the 
Widespread diffusion of gang culture through 
the media and other sources" 1nto "thousands 
of towns and cit1es ... The mner-City neighbor
hood "may serve as the original bas1s for the 
emergence of the gang ,· Burs1k and Grasmick 
( 1995) argue but "the mobility of gang mem
bers may expand the geographic range of the 
group ." Whether the new gangs emergmg 111 
suburbs and towns are home grown or trans
planted there from other places 1s less impor
tant than the fact that "mass populat1on move
ments" spread "social disorganization across 
culture, race/ethnicity , and community " l1nes 
(Hagedorn 1988; Spergel 1995). 

There are two processes at work 111 the 
spreading of youth gangs across the Un1ted 
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States . accordmg to these experts . One in
volves the migration of persons and ideas 
closely associated with gangs to places unfa
miliar with these groups . The second involves 
assembling a sufficient number of these per
sons or youngsters sympathetic to them in the 
same place so that they will fall together and 
make a gang . These processes. called respec
tively "contagion" and ··convergence ·· in stud
ies of collective behavior , were first described 
in the earliest study of gangs in this country 
(Thrasher 1927) . 

Robert Bursik and Harold Grasmick 
~1993 , 1995) rely on both processes in order to 
support their updated vers1on of social disor
ganization theory . The old version could not 
account for the appearance of gangs in "rela
tively stable, low-income neighborhoods" with 
"ongoing traditions of gang behavior" and in 
places "beyond the boundaries of the residen
tial neighborhood ." What enabled social dis
organization and gangs to take root in new and 
unexpected places . they and others maintain , 
was that the carriers of disorganization -the 
urban underclass- have themselves spread 
or passed on their influence through the med1a 
and other outlets for popular culture like rap 
music . 

The "evidence" Bursik and Grasmick 
(1993 , 1995) adduce to support their thesis is 
not drawn from studies that show big-city gang 
members settmg up groups in suburbs or 
villages or local youths forming gangs after 
listemng to rap music or watching movies 
about these groups. It comes from the move
ment of some minority lower-class persons 
into communities outside of cities . Inasmuch 
as social scientists have used the underclass 
argument to enrich and enlarge their explana
tion of why gangs have proliferated in cities , 
there is no reason not to apply that same 
argument to the sudden appearance of gangs 
in suburbs and small towns . 

There is little doubt that youngsters who 
were part of a big-city gang would have taken 
that experience with them when their families 
moved to new surroundings. Enough of these 
youngsters could help to start new gangs or to 
adapt what they know about gangs to fit what
ever tradition of peer group affiliation and 
rivalries they discover in their new towns (Monti 
1994 ). The only thing that could account for the 
proliferation of gangs in places that have not 
rece1ved many of these youngsters . however, 
is an extremely weakened civil society. That is 
exactly what Bursik, Spergel , and Klein are 
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suggesting when they allude to the spreading 
of a youth gang culture through the med1a . 

As with so many elements in the old 
social disorganization theory , there is not much 
in the new or expanded version of disorganiza
tion theory advanced by Bursik and Grasmick 
that is especially helpful or even new. Allu
sions to contagion or convergence "theory ·· 
were once a staple in research about riots , 
mass delusions , panics , and other seemingly 
spontaneous acts . These "theories" played to 
the idea that outbursts of collective behavior 
occurred when the social order was crumbling 
and persons were , to put it kindly , upset and 
confused . Frederic Thrasher adapted these 
ideas in order to explam the emergence of 
gangs in the "socially disorganized" neighbor
hoods of Chicago during the 1920's. 

These ideas fell out of fashion among 
students of social movements in the late 1950's 
when academic writers tried to find more 
sympathetic ways to portray protests . s1t-ms , 
and boycotts that were a staple of the cam
paign to secure civil rights for black Ameri
cans Social scientists happened onto some
thmg called "emergent norm theory. " It de
picted collective behavior as something that 
could make new, and presumably better , rules 
for us to l1ve by in a confusing and changing 
world (Turner, Killian 1972) . 

Gang researchers , unable to find much 
that was ennobling about gangs or the society 
that spawned them , did not give up the conta
gion or convergence ideas . However, they did 
introduce their own version of "emergent norm 
theory" through the work of persons like Gerald 
Suttles ( 1968) and more recently in the work of 
Joan Moore (1991 ). Suttles saw gangs work
ing out 

a set of pract1cal guidel ines that neither reJects 
nor 1nverts conventional values but elaborates a 
code for situations when they are not readily 
applicable . (Kornhauser 1978) 

Gangs did not reinforce a belief system or set 
of customs that belonged to a vital people . 
Rather, they helped youthful slum dwellers 
bring a bit more order and clarity to their 
disorganized and unsatisfying world (Moore 
1991 ). 

GETTIN ' RIGHT WITH HUMPTY 
So many persons have been saying it for 

so long that today it is all but taken for granted 
that gangs emerge where they do and behave 
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as they do because large pieces of our society 
are disorganized. The available evidence . 
though, simply does not support that view 
This explanation cannot account for the differ
ent ways in which gangs behave. It cannot 
account for who joins and does not JOin gangs. 
how individuals act while they are members, 
why they leave gangs , and what happens to 
them after they have gone . 

All young persons who become gang 
members are not defective, and they are not 
cut off from the regular society as they are said 
to be. If they were, then few if any of them 
would "mature out" of their gangs and go on 
the lead inconspicuous and peaceful lives 
Most do. 

We are hard pressed to make a con
vincing case that all American communities 
have become disorganized and , hence. are 
likely candidates to have gangs. Even if one 
agreed with the way social scientists describe 
or measure "social disorganization," there is 
no consistent relation between the composi
tion of a community's population and the pres
ence of gangs. All communities with poor 
minority residents do not have gangs . Places 
without many poor or minority youngsters 
have had groups that may not be the mirror 
image of contemporary street gangs but cer
tainly remind us of them (Muehlbauer, Dodder 
1983; Schwartz 1987) 

Gangs do not organize and behave in 
the same way, and these differences are re
lated to the kind of community in which the 
gangs are found. Yet different types of gangs 
can appear in communities with similar demo
graphic profiles (Monti 1993) Hence, there is 
no simple or straightforward relation between 
a community's population profile and the orga
nization or behavior of gangs. 

If the composition of a community's 
population were related to social disorgani
zation and it. in turn. were tied to the presence 
of gangs in a clear and consistent way, then 
strategies that experts developed to deal with 
gangs and to fix their communities would have 
worked better than they did. All the money 
spent over the last seventy years to implement 
those strategies surely would have made a 
difference by now. It has not. 

There is only one reasonable conclusion 
that can be drawn regarding the poor showing 
of social disorganization theory for those per
sons trying to understand and alter the behav
ior of gangs. It is wrong. 

Our civil society produces and reflects 
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both the conventional and unconventiOnal 
behaviors of local groups . No great gulf stands 
between the cond1t1ons of soc1al life that pro
duce clubs. churches. busmesses . and festi
vals and those social cond1tions that y1eld 
marches in behalf of women 's suffrage or 
against abortions, religious pilgr1mages and 
cross burnings, or public beatings for neigh
borhood miscreants and gangs They spring 
from the same source (Tilly et al 1975) 

Insofar as these ideas const1tute a differ
ent way of looking at the world , the world I see 
can have difficulty accommodating 1tself to 
many of the things that gangs do but has no 
fundamental problem with peer groups exer
cising considerable influence over young per
sons . "The resurgence of the peer group and 
slackenmg of family influence. suggests Ed
ward Shorter (1975) , probably began no later 
than the 1960s in the country as a whole . He 
may be correct, but concern about indepen
dent children had been expressed in big c1ties 
long before Frederic Thrasher conducted the 
first large-scale study of gangs in the 1920s 
(Boyer 1978) 

The 1mpact of this more recent and 
broadly felt shift was the same 111 any case. It 
enabled adolescents to escape 

w1th increas1ng frequency 1nto a subculture that 
is not so much 1n oppos1t1on to the dommant 
culture as Independent of 11. And the typ1cal 
posture of young people 1n generational rela
tions is not so much reJecllon as md1fference 
(Shorter 1975) 

This is not the first time in h1story that 
young persons managed to slip from the con
trol of their families. Something l1ke this oc
curred in traditional villages as well , but there 
was an important difference accordmg to 
Shorter. 

The distinguiShing feature of the trad1t1onal 
youth group was 1ts complete 1ntegrat1on mto the 
larger structure of commun1ty l1fe All the adults 
sanct1oned the jeuness because 1t served cer
tain essential functions . particularly the organi
zation of mating, sexual surveillance , and the 
control of anti-social behav1or So there was 
basic harmony between youth and the sur
rounding adult world (1975) 

In its place has come a kind of counterpointed 
melody between the generations that some
times roils over mto a lot of no1se Gangs are 
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a good example of that norse. 
The studied indrfference of many young 

persons to the demands of adults is apparent 
in several studres of youth culture and gangs 
(Fine 1987: Monti 1994: Moore 1991 : Muehl
bauer. Dodder 1983: Schwartz 1987) Rather 
than expressing outright opposition to many of 
the central rituals surrounding family life , 
schooling, and being neighborly, many teen
agers show mdependence in ways that bewil
der adults but actually reflect and reinforce 
much of what goes on m the community every 
day (Moore 1991) 

Slums are not now and may never have 
been the only places where gangs take root 
Sociologists got it at least half right. however. 
when they insisted that gangs filled an impor
tant spot in the lives of their members and , by 
extensron, in the life of the community where 
they are found . Gangs serve as a kind of rough 
hewn bridge for many young persons trying to 
make the sometrmes difficult crossing be
tween childhood and adulthood. In turn, how 
gangs act and the krnd of person they help to 
build tell us something important about adult 
authority m the community and relations be
tween the several generations dwelling there 
(Schwartz 1987). If the social scientists who 
wrote so long and assuredly about "social 
disorganization" had managed to put a face on 
their idea. that rs what it would have looked 
like. 

Elijah Anderson (1990) raised his finger 
at the same point when he described the 
breakdown of adult authority and relations 
between young persons and "old heads" rn the 
impoverished ghetto community he called 
·'Northton." Several years before Anderson's 
book received so much attention Gary 
Schwartz, citing even earlier research by Rivera 
and Short ( 1967), observed that much "useful 
information is missing from the contact black 
gang youth have wrth local adults." The ab
sence of good ties between them weakens the 

support and guidance (that) underwrite respect 
for the authorrty of the older generation . Black 
gang youth are deprived of the kind of ordrnary 
assistance from adults that other youth take for 
granted (Schwartz 1987) 

Apparently this has not always been the 
case for gang members. Frederic Thrasher 
(1927) stumbled onto a similar idea when he 
noted how boys could be kept in line by local 
adults who gave them work and involved them 
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in other grown-up activ rtres . Yet he drd not 
build on that key insrght. one supposes. be
cause of his drsdam for the adults who dwel led 
rn ''Gangland" and some of the questionable 
enterprises into which they drew young per-
sons. 

The picture is not entirely glum. Despite 
the rather nasty turn gangs have taken in 
recent years, many communities strll do a 
pretty good JOb of working their young charges 
mto a conventional grown-up world . Even 
those communitres that have severe gang 
problems frequently have an array of vrable 
groups and voluntary organizations run by 
adults that can be mobilized to that end. How 
many adults and groups actually end up work
mg in behalf of young persons rn this way 
should determine whether a communrty devel
ops gangs and what those gangs do. 

Here in embryonic form, therefore, is the 
making of a testable hypothesis regarding the 
organizatron and behavior of youth gangs rn 
different communities. Places rn which rela
tions between young persons and adults are 
good probably will have fewer gangs. and 
those gangs should be more restrained. Com
munities with nomrnal Ires between the gen
erations will have more gangs, or those gangs 
they do have should be less restrained . 

There is no straight-l rne connection be
tween the economic and demographic profile 
of a community and its likelihood of having 
gangs or for those gangs to be more or less 
rambunctious . Based on what can be gleaned 
on this point from existing studies, it would 
seem that communities with a relatively stable 
working-class or lower-middle class core would 
have fewer. more restramed gangs. Commu
nrties with a lower or higher economic profile 
and less stability would have more gangs or 
less restrained groups o f adolescents 
(Cummings 1993: Monti 1993: Moore 1991: 
Muehlbauer. Dodder 1983, Pinderhughes 
1993: Schwartz 1987: Spergel 1964) 

The critical factor in this scheme, how
ever, is not the wealth or status of the persons 
living in a community. It is the ability and 
will ingness of adults working through rnformal 
groups, voluntary organizations. and local busi
nesses to engage young persons in a con
structive way. Not all youngsters would be 
"saved." if a community were mobilized to 
work them rnto the conventronal adult world rn 
a clear and consrstent way (Hirschr 1969: 
Monti 1994: Spergel 1964: Wolfgang et al 
1987) In such a community , however. !herr 
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chances of makmg a smoother and faster tran
sition 1nto a conventional adult world should be 
much 1mproved 

In sum, the secret weapon against gangs 
has been planted 111 front of us all along . It does 
not require a government commission to be 
discovered. It does not need millions of dollars 
in grants to be put into operation It has been 
tested under extremely inhospitable condi
tions . And it works . 
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